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EE6352



ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION



32. DMM: Digital Multimeter (DMM) is an instrument to measure current, voltage and resistance. 33. DSO: Digital storage osilloscope (DSO) is an oscilloscope which stores and analyses the signal digitally. Two Marks Question & Answers UNIT I DC MACHINES PART A 1. Give advantages of three phase system over single phase system.  Output of three phase machine is greater than single phase machine of same size.  Three phase transmission system is more economical than single phase transmission system as less copper or aluminum is required.  Three phase motors are normally self starting as against single phase motors. 2. Define stalling current of DC motor. (Nov/Dec 2007) Armature current, Ia = V - Eb/Ra At starting; Eb = 0. Stalling current = V/Ra 3. List the essential parts of a DC generator. (April/May 2008) Yoke, Poles, Brushes, Bearings, Shaft, Commutator, Pole shoes, commutator poles and armature windings. 4. Why yoke is required in a DC machine? (Nov/Dec 2005) It gives a protective cover to the machine and is a mechanical support for poles. 5. Why is the core of the armature laminated? Nov/Dec 2008) It helps in reducing eddy current losses. 6. Give the emf equation of a DC generator. (Nov/Dec 2005) Generated emf, E=PΦZN/60A Where, P- No. of poles, Φ – flux per pole, Z - No. of conductors, N – Speed of the armature and A - No. of parallel paths. 7. Give the type of armature windings used in DC machines. (April/May 2007) i. SCE
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION Lap winding



8. Give the conditions to build up voltage in shunt generator. (Nov/Dec 2003) i. ii. iii.



Residual magnetism should be there in the poles. The field winding should be connected with armature in proper way. The shunt field resistance should be less than the critical resistance under no load conditions.



9. List the main parts of stator of DC machine. (Nov/Dec 2006) i. Yoke ii. Field winding iii. Main poles iv. Commutator poles v. 10. What is the Commutator pitch of a 4 pole DC armature having 49 Commutator bars? (April/May 2006) Commutator pitch, yc = (No. of Commutator bars (+/-) 1)/No. of pairs of poles = 49(+/-) 1/2 = 24 or 25 11. State Faraday’s law of Electromagnetic induction. Whenever there is a change in the magnetic flux linked with a circuit, an emf is induced in the circuit. The magnitude of the induced emf is proportional to the rate of change of flux linkages. 12. Give an application of a differentially compounded generator. (Nov/Dec 2007) It is mainly used in arc welding where larger voltage drop is desirable with increasing in current. 13. Why series motor cannot be started without any load? (Nov/Dec 2007) In series motor, Φ is directly proportional to Ia under no load conditions, the armature current is extremely low and flux is also less. By N is inversely proportional to Φ, it is clear that; low Φ will result in extremely high motor speed. Hence series motor should always be started with some load on shaft. 14. What is the significance of back emf? (Nov/Dec 2012,May/June 2013) In motoring mode, armature induced emf is known as the back emf to stress the fact that it opposes armature emf. It plays the rule of a regulator.
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15. Give the reason for high starting current in a DC motor. (May/June 2014) For large motors the armature resistance may be 0.01 pu or less. Thus in full voltage starting of a DC motor, the armature current can be several times (100 times of large motors) the rated value. 16. List the methods of speed control of DC shunt motor. (Nov/Dec 2009) i. Field control ii. Armature control iii. Armature resistance control iv. Ward-Leonard control v. 17. What are the different methods of excitation of generator? (Nov/Dec 2012) i. Separate excitation ii. Shunt excitation iii. Series excitation iv. Compound excitation v. 18. Define the term armature reaction? The interaction between the flux setup by the current carrying conductors with the main field flux is defined as armature reaction. 19. Define critical resistance of a DC shunt generator. It is defined as the resistance of the field circuit which will cause the shunt generator just to build up its emf at specified speed. 20. Mention the applications of DC series motor. (May/June 2013) i. Electric traction ii. Hoists iii. Cranes iv. Battery powered vehicles v. 21. What are the functions of interpoles and how are the interpole windings connected? (April/May 2010) Commutating winding is placed on interpoles to aid commutation process by inducing emf in commutating coils to cancel reactance emf. So interpoles are located the interpolar region along MNA of main poles in just above the brushes where the coils undergo commutation.
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22. What is the importance of residual emf in self excited DC generator? The residual emf in self excited DC generator is used to develop emf in an armature. 23. A DC motor operates from a 240V supply; the armature resistance is 0.2 ohm. Determine the back emf when the armature current is 50A. Given Data: V = 240V, Ra = 0.2 ohm, Ia = 50A. Solution: Back emf, Eb=V-Ia x Ra = 240-50 x 0.2 = 230V. 24. An 8 pole, wave wounded armature has 600 conductors and is driven at 625 rpm. If the flux per pole is 20 mWb, determine the generated emf. Given Data: P = 8, Z = 600, N = 625 rpm, Φ =20 mWb. Wave winding, A = 2 Solution: Generated emf, E=PΦZN/60A = 8 x 20 x 10-3 x 600 x 625/60 x 2 = 500V.



UNIT II TRANSFORMERS PART A 1. Distinguish between core and shell type transformer. (April/May 2015) In core type, the windings surround the core considerably and in shell type the core surround the winding. 2. What is an ideal transformer and how does it differ from a practical transformer. (April/May 2015)  An ideal transformer is one which does not involve any power loss and does not have any change in frequency. It decreases or increases the input voltage.  Practical transformer is one which involves power loss and does not have any change in frequency. It decreases or increases the input voltage. 3. Define voltage regulation in a transformer. (May/June 2014) When a transformer is loaded with a constant primary voltage, the secondary voltage decreases for lagging Power factor load, and increases for leading power factor load because of its internal resistance and leakage reactance. The change in secondary terminal voltage from no load to full load expressed as a percentage of no loads or full load voltage is termed as regulation.
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V 2 NL  V 2 FL X 100 V 2 NL V 2 NL  V 2 FL X 100 % regulation up = V 2 FL % regulation down =



4. Write down the emf equation of a transformer. (Nov/Dec 2012) Emf induced in primary coil E1 = 4.44 fΦ mN1 volt Emf induced in secondary coil E2 = 4.44fΦ mN2 volt Where f is the frequency of AC input Φ m is the maximum value of flux in the core N1, N2 are the number of primary and secondary turns. 5. Define a transformer. (Dec 2006) The transformer is a static piece of apparatus by means of which electrical power is transformed from one alternating current circuit to another with desired change in voltage and current without any change in the frequency. It works on the principle of mutual induction. 6. Why transformers are rated in kVA? Copper loss of a transformer depends on current and iron loss on voltage. Hence total losses depend on Volt- Ampere and not on the power factor. That is why the rating of transformers is in kVA and not in kW. 7. Why the core of a transformer is is laminated? (Dec 2006) The purpose of laminating the core in a transformer is to reduce eddy current loss. 8. Draw the equivalent circuit of a transformer.



9. An 1100/400 V, 50 Hz single phase transformer has 100 turns on the secondary winding. Calculate the number of turns on its primary. We know V1 / V2 = k = N2 / N1 Substituting 400/1100 = 100/N1 SCE
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N1 = 100/400 x 1100 = 275 turns. 10. What are the advantages of a transformer?    



Less I2R loss in the transmission line Less voltage drop in the line Efficiency of the transmission line is increased Volume of the conductor required is less.



11. Define voltage transformation ratio of transformer. (Nov/Dec 2012) The ratio of secondary induced emf to primary induced emf is called as voltage regulation ratio devoted by K.



E2 N 2  K E1 N1 12. Draw the no load phasor diagram of a transformer. (Nov/Dec 2014)



13. Define all day efficiency. All day efficiency is the ratio energy (in kwh) delivered in a 24 hours period to the energy (in kwh) input for the same length of time. All day efficiency = Output in kwh/Input in kwh (for 24 hrs) 14. Give the factors that determine the thickness of the lamination or stampings. (Jan 2007) i. ii.



Iron loss Frequency



15. What are the properties of ideal transformer? (Dec 2005) It has no loss ii) Its winding has zero resistance. iii) Leakage flux is zero i.e 100% flux produced by primary links with the secondary SCE
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iv) Permeability of core is so high that negligible current is required to establish the flues is it. 16. What are the losses occurring in a transformer? i) Core losses ii) Copper losses 17. What is meant by core or iron losses? Core or iron losses are caused as the core gets subjected to an alternating flux. 18. What is meant by copper loss? The copper losses are due to the power wasted in the form of I2R due to the resistances of the primary and secondary windings. 19. What is meant by eddy current loss? The induced emf in the core tries to set up eddy currents in the core and hence responsible for the eddy current losses. 20. What is meant by hysteresis losses? Due to alternating flux set up in the magnetic core of the transformer, it undergoes a cycle of magnetization and demagnetization. Due to hysteresis effect there is loss of energy in this process which is called hysteresis loss. 21. What do you mean by step down transformer? (May/June 2013) If the secondary voltage is greater than primary value, the transformer is called step down transformer. 22. What are the functions of no-load current in a transformer? No-load current produces flux and supplies iron loss and copper loss on no-load. 23. What are the typical uses of auto transformer?  To give small boost to a distribution cable to correct for the voltage drop  As induction motor starters  As furnace transformers  As interconnecting transformers  In control equipment for single phase and 3 phase elective locomotives
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION UNIT III INDUCTION MACHINES AND SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES PART A



1. Write the principle of operation of 3 phase induction motor. (Nov/Dec 2014) Induction motor works on the principle of faraday’s laws of electromagnetic induction. It consists of stator and rotor windings. As these rotor windings or bars rotate within the magnetic field created by the stator magnetizing currents, voltages are induced in them. If the rotor were to stand still, then the induced voltages would be very similar to those induced in the stator windings. 2. Name the types of alternators. (Nov/Dec 2014) i. Salient pole or projected type ii. Cylindrical or non salient pole type 3. Compare slip ring and squirrel cage type rotor. (April/May 2015) Slip ring rotor: It has windings Squirrel cage rotor: It has copper bars and shorted through end rings 4. Mention the characteristic features of synchronous motor. (April/May 2015) 1. Synchronous motors are inherently not self starting. They require some external means to bring their speed close to synchronous speed to before they are synchronized. 2. The speed of operation of is in synchronism with the supply frequency and hence for constant supply frequency they behave as constant speed motor irrespective of load condition 3. This motor has the unique characteristics of operating under any electrical power factor. This makes it being used in electrical power factor improvement. 5. Mention some applications of synchronous motor. (May/June 2013) 1) used in machine tools 2) motor generator sets 3) synchronous clocks 4) belt driven reciprocating compressors 5) fans and blowers 6. Why synchronous motor is called so? (May/June 2013) Since the motor is always run with the synchronous speed.
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7. Define slip of an induction motor. (May/June 2013) It is the ratio between slip speed to synchronous speed. Slip = (Ns-Nr)/Ns Where, Ns = Synchronous speed, Nr = Rotor speed 8. Name any four types of single phase induction motors based on method of starting. (May/June 2014) 1. Split phase induction motor. 2. Capacitor start induction motor. 3. Capacitor start and capacitor run motor. 4. Shaded pole induction motor. 9.Find the speed at which a 6 pole alternator is to be driven to obtain the frequency of emf induced to be 50 Hz. (May/June 2014) Speed, Ns=120f/p= 120X50/6= 1000 rpm. 10. Write down the relation between speed and frequency. (Nov/Dec 2012) Synchronous speed, Ns=120f/p Where, f = Frequency of supply in Hz, p = Number of poles in the stator. 11. What are the two types of 3 phase induction motor? There are two types of 3-phase induction motor based on the type of rotor used: (i) Squirrel cage induction motor. (ii) Slip ring induction motor. 12. What are the losses present in the Induction motor? 1. Stator copper loss. 2. Stator iron loss. 3. Rotor copper loss. 4. Windage loss & friction loss. 13. Why induction motors are called asynchronous? Because their rotors can never run with the synchronous speed. 14. What is synchronous speed? The speed at which the stator field rotates is called synchronous speed and it depends upon the frequency of supply and number of poles for which the stator is wound. Ns = synchronous speed in rpm. SCE
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= 120 f / p. f = frequency of supply. p = Number of poles in the stator. 15. What are the advantages of the slip-ring induction motor over squirrel cage Induction motor? Advantages:  It is possible to speed control by regulating rotor resistance.  High starting torque of 200 to 250% of full load voltage.  Low starting current of the order of 250 to 300% of the full load current. Hence slip ring induction motors are used where one or more of the above requirements are to be met. 16. What is the function of slip-rings in 3-phase induction motor? The function of slip rings in the case of slip ring induction motor is to add external resistance in the Rotor circuit. If External resistances are added in the rotor circuit, it can be used for speed control operation. 17. What is the use of shading coil in the shaded pole motor? In shaded pole motors, the necessary phase-splitting is produced by induction. These motors have salient poles on stator and a squirrel cage type rotor. The poles are shaded i.e.; each pole carries a copper band one of its unequally divided part called shading band. When single phase A.C. supply is given to the stator winding, due to shading provided to the poles, a rotating magnetic field is generated. 18. What are the methods of starting of synchronous motor? The various methods of starting of synchronous motor are: i) Using pony motors ii) Using damper winding iii) As a slip ring induction motor iv) Using small D.C. machine coupled to it. 19. What is meant by synchronous motor? A motor having a speed directly proportional to the frequency of the AC power that operates it. 20. Write the use of damper winding? Damper windings help the synchronous motor to start on its own (self starting machine) by providing starting torque.
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21. Compare salient pole rotor and cylindrical rotor. Salient Pole Synchronous Alternator:  Salient pole Generators will have large diameter and short axial length  Pole shoes cover 2/3 of the pitch  Salient Poles are laminated in order to reduce eddy currents Non-Salient pole Synchronous Alternator:  Non-Salient pole generators will have smaller diameter and longer axial length  They are used for High speed operation (typically speed will be 1500 and 3000 rpm)  Better in dynamic balancing because of absence of salient poles.



UNIT IV BASICS OF MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION PART A 1. What are the basic elements of a generalized measurement system?  Primary sensing element which is generally a transducer. Data conditioning element which further consists of variable conversion element and variable manipulation element.  Data transmission and presentation elements which include data transmission system and data display system. 2. List any four Static characteristics of a measuring system. Accuracy, Precision, Error, Resolution, Stability, Linearity etc. 3. Define the term Accuracy. The accuracy is defined as the degree of closeness with which the instrument reading approaches the true value of the quantity to be measured. It indicates the ability of an instrument to indicate the true value of the quantity. 4. What is an Error? (May/June 2014, Nov/Dec 2014) The algebraic difference between the indicated value and the true value of the quantity to be measured is called an error. 5. What is calibration? Calibration is the process of making an adjustment or making a scale so that the readings of an instrument agree with the accepted value and the certified standard.
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6. What is exact difference between accuracy and Precision? Accuracy indicates how far the measured value is close to the true value while precision indicates how for a particular measured value is from the average of readings taken. Thus precision is not related to true value of the parameter to be measured. 7. Define the term Precision. It is the Measure of consistency or repeatability of measurements. It denotes the amount by which the individual readings are departed about the average of number of readings. 8. Mention the basic requirements of measurement.  The standard used for comparison purpose must be accurately defined and Should be commonly accepted.  The apparatus used and the method adopted must be provable. 9. What is a transducer? (Nov/Dec 2014)  It is device that receives energy from one system and transmits it to another, often in a different form. 10. Explain the function of measurement system. The measurement system consists of a transducing element which converts the quantity to be measured in an analogous form. The analogous signal is then processed by some intermediate means and is then fed to the end device which presents the results of the measurement. 11. Give the applications of measurement systems.    



The instruments and measurement systems are sued for Monitoring of processes and operations. Control of processes and operations. Experimental engineering analysis.



12. Define static characteristics. Static characteristics are the set of rules or criteria that is defined for those instruments that varies very slowly with time or remains a constant. 13. Define Dynamic characteristics. Dynamic characteristics are the set of rules or criteria that is defined for those instruments that varies very rapidly with time.
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14. What are the various Dynamic characteristics?      



Various Dynamic characteristics are Fidelity Speed of Response Time Delay Lag Dynamic error



15. State the advantages of Maxwell-wein bridge. The balance equation is independent of frequency and therefore more accurate. 16. State the disadvantage of Maxwell-wein bridge. This method needs a standard variable capacitor. Variable Capacitor is costliest.



UNIT V ANALOG AND DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS PART A 1. What is meant by Q-factor? Q-factor is known as the quality factor. It is used to measure the quality factor of the coils such as inductors, Capacitors etc.. 2. What is meant by Q-meter? Q-meter is generally used to measure the Q-factor of the coil. 3. What are the various types of storage oscilloscopes? The various types of storage oscilloscopes are  Analog storage oscilloscope  Mesh storage oscilloscope  Bistable phosphor storage oscilloscope  Digital storage oscilloscope 4. What is the DSO? DSO is known as digital storage oscilloscope, it is used for storing the waveform in a digital form. It consists of a sample and hold circuit, control logic and an A/D converter the waveform can be stored in a buffer amplifier.
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5. What are the various types of Bridges? Different types of bridges are shown below.



6. How low resistance is measured? (a) De Sauty’sbridge (b) Maxwell’s bridge (c) Kelvin's double bridge (d) Wien bridge 7. What are the different types DVM? (April/May 2011) (a) Ramp type DVM (b) Dual slope type integrating type (voltage to time) (c) Integrating type DVM (voltage to frequency) (d) Successive approximation type (SAR) 8. What short notes on DVM? (May/June 2013) DVM are measuring instruments that convert analog voltage to signals in to digital or numeric readout. 9. Write the working principle of Q-meter. (Nov/Dec 2014) The principle of Q-meter is based on series resonance. The voltage drop across the inductor or capacitor is Q times the applied voltage. 10. What are the advantages of digital instruments?  Readings speed is very high due to digital display.  They can be programmed and well suited for computerized control.
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1. State Faraday’s law of Electromagnetic induction and Lenz law. 2. Mention the following functions in DC Machine (i) Commutator (ii) Brushes (iii) Yoke (iv) Field coils. 3. What are the main constructional elements of a DC Machine? 4. What is meant by excitation of dc machine? What are the different methods for the excitation of DC Machine? 5. What are the necessary conditions for the generators to be self excited? 6. Mention any 2-popular methods for the speed control of DC Shunt motor. 7. What is meant by motor? How the Faraday’s Left hand rule is used explain it. 8. Define critical resistance of a dc generator? 9. List the different method of speed control of DC Shunt motor? 10. In speed control of DC Shunt Motor how the armature control method is distinguished with field control method. 11. What are the different techniques used for the speed control of DC Series Motor? 12. Write the formulae for voltage equation of a DC Motor. 13. What is meant by armature reaction? 14. Write the formulae for generated emf of a Generator. 15. State two applications of DC shunt motor and series motor. 16. What is the significance of back emf Motor? 17. List the different variable and constant losses in electrical machine. 18. What is the basic principle of a DC Generator? How the Faraday’s Right Hand rule is implemented explain it. 19. Draw the mechanical characteristics of DC Series and DC Shunt Motor. 20. Explain the circuit for Star connection and Delta connection. PART B



1. With a neat sketch, explain the construction and working of DC Motor and explain each parts. 2. What is meant by DC Generator? Explain the theory and principle of operation and working of DC Generator. 3. Obtain the mathematical expression for the Generated EMF or EMF Equation of a Generator. 4. Calculate the emf generated by 4-pole wave wound generator having 65 slots with 12 conductors per slot when driven at 1200 rpm. The flux per pole is 0.02 Weber. 5. How the DC Motor can be classified and also explain the following characteristics (i)No Load Saturation characteristics (ii) Internal or Total Characteristics (iii) External Characteristics. 6. Explain the following methods for speed control of DC Motor (i) Armature Control Method (ii) Field Control Method. 7. A 250 V Shunt motor takes the total current of 20 A. The shunt field and armature resistances of 200 ohm and 0.3 ohm respectively. Determine (i) Value of back emf (ii) Gross mechanical power in armature. 8. Explain the different techniques for the speed control of DC Series Motor. SCE
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Signed and unsigned integers of 8, 16, 32, and 64 bit lengths are supported. Floating point is supported, but only for single precision floating values - no double precision. Currently only C is supported. However, support for C++, Fortran and other 
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Linux (A 2.4.x or later kernel is required for full debugger support). â€¢ BSD Unix (??? required for full debugger support). Parts of mspgcc have been merged into the official GNU versions of the toolchain. It is planned to merge the remainder at a 
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